A SET OF FOUR POSTULATES FOR BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
IN TERMS OF THE "IMPLICATIVE" OPERATION*
BY

B. A. BERNSTEIN

1. Introduction.
Whitehead and Russell's
fundamental the notion " 3 " of "implication,"

Principia Mathematica
defined by

makes

p 3 q- = -r^, p V C7, Df.

The main object of my paper is to present in terms of this "implicative" operationf 3 a set of four postulates for Boolean algebra. This will secure for
Boolean algebra, for the first time, a set of postulates expressed in terms of
an operation other than "rejection" having as few postulates as the present
minimum sets.t Of course, by the principle of duality in Boolean algebra, my
postulates will also be a set in terms of the dual of p 3 q, namely ~/>ct.
I prove for my postulates
(a) their consistency, (b) their mutual independence, (c) their sufficiency for Boolean algebra, (d) their necessariness for
Boolean algebra. § The consistency and independence systems are all Boolean
* Presented to the Society, June 19, 1933; received by the editors October 9, 1933.
f The Principia calls 3 a relation.
| For the present minimum sets, see B. A. Bernstein, (I) A set of four independent postulates for
Boolean algebras, these Transactions, vol. 17 (19)6), pp. 50-51; (II) Simplification of the set of four
postulates for Boolean algebras in terms of rejection, Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society, vol. 39 (1933), pp. 783-787. For another set of postulates in terms of 3 , the first set in terms
of 3 , see E. V. Huntington, (I) A new set of independent postulates for the algebra of logic, with special
reference to Whitehead and Russell's Principia Mathematica, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, vol. 18 (1932), pp. 179-180. Huntington's postulates are eight in number (including an
inadvertently omitted existence postulate).
§ I offer (a)-(d) as a set of defining properties of a set of postulates: a system of propositions S
is a set of postulates for a (consistent) system 2 if and only if the propositions of S are (a) consistent,
(b) mutually independent, (c) sufficient for 2, (d) necessary for 2. More simply and less formally
stated, a set of postulates for a system is a set of propositions of the system which cannot be derived
from one another but from which all the other propositions of the system can be derived. This view
of postulates is opposed to the view, seemingly held widely, that demands of postulates only sufficiency
and necessariness (hence also consistency). The latter view would have to accept as a set of postulates
for euclidean geometry all of Euclid's Elements, and would violate the generally accepted distinction
between postulate and theorem. My view of postulates is of course opposed to the view, seemingly held
by some, that demands of postulates only sufficiency. This view would have to accept S as a set of
postulates for 2, not only when 5 is the whole of 2, but also when S is inconsistent (since "a false proposition implies any proposition") and when 5 is only a special case of 2 (when S, for example, is the
theory of Abelian groups and 2 the theory of groups in general). If I am correct in my view, the term
"independent postulates," found in the literature, must be understood to mean "postulates whose
independence has been proved," and the term "postulates" applied to 5 when only (c) and (d) have
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and very simple. The proof of sufficiency consists in deriving from the postulates my second set of postulates in terms of rejection (see my Paper II,
loc. cit.) ; the proof of necessariness consists in the converse derivation.
I shall derive from my postulates the "theory of deduction" of the Principia. This will verify the fact, obtained elsewhere* less directly and from
another point of view, that the theory of deduction is derivable from the general logic of classes.
There is a close relation between d and the operation " —" of "exception"
used by mef, and later by Taylort, in postulates for Boolean algebra. I shall
bring out this relation.
If in a set of independent postulates for the logic of classes there is a
proposition demanding that the number of elements be at least two, and if
this proposition be replaced by a proposition demanding that the number of
elements he just two, then the propositions resulting from the change will be
sufficient for the logic of propositions as a two-element Boolean algebra. But
these propositions will, in general, not be independent. I have so chosen my
postulates that the change in question will render them a set of independent
postulates for the logic of propositions.!
2. The postulates. The postulates with which we are mainly concerned
have as primitive ideas a class K and a binary operation 3 , and are the propositions A1-A4 below. || In Postulates A2 and A3, there is to be understood the
supposition that the elements involved and their indicated combinations belong
to K. This must especially be borne in mind when the independence of the
postulates is considered. The postulates follow.
Postulate
Ai. a d b is an element of K whenever a and b are elements

of if.
been proved for S, must be understood to mean "provisional postulates" for 2. If desired, "provisional
postulates" might have a distinctive name, say basic propositions of 2, or defining conditions for 2.
* B. A. Bernstein, (III) On section A of Principia Mathematica, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society,vol. 39 (1933),pp. 788-792.
t B. A. Bernstein, (IV) A complete set of postulates for the logic of classes expressed in terms of the
operation "exception,''' and a proof of the independence of a set of postulates due to Del Re, University of
California Publications in Mathematics, vol. 1, pp. 87-96.
XJ. S. Taylor, A sä of five postulates for Boolean algebras in terms of the operation "exception,"
University of California Publications in Mathematics, vol. 1, pp. 242-248.
§ For a discussion of the nature of the logic of propositions, see B. A. Bernstein, (V) Sets of
postulates for the logic of propositions, these Transactions,
vol. 28 (1926), pp. 472^178.
|| The symbol " = " used in the postulates is taken as an idea outside the system. Compare my
(VI) Whitehead and Russell's theory of deduction as a mathematical science, Bulletin of the American
Mathematical Society, vol. 37 (1931), pp. 480-488. For sets of postulates for Boolean algebra in
which " = " is taken as an idea within the system, see E. V. Huntington, (II) New sets of independent
postulates for the algebra of logic, with special reference to Whitehead and Russell's Principia Mathe-

matica, these Transactions, vol. 35 (1933), pp. 274-304.
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A2. (a 3 b) 3 a = a.
A3. There is an element z in K such that

id 3 d) a [(a 3 b) 3 c] = {[(c 3 z) 3 a] 3 [(6 3 c) 3 z)]} 3 z.

Postulate
A4. K consists of at least two distinct elements.
3. Consistency and independence of the postulates. The consistency and
the independence of Postulates A1-A4 are given by the following systems
Sa-Si, in which So is the consistency system, and Si, S2, S3, Si are the independence systems for Ai, A2, A8, A4 respectively. The systems are all Boolean.

System

K

a^b

So

0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0

a'+b

Si
S2
S3

Si

0/0*
0
a

0

4. Theorems. The proof of the sufficiency of Postulates A1-A4for Boolean
algebra, and for the theory of deduction of the Principia, will be effected with

the help of the following theorems la-26a.
la.

(a 3 z) 3 z = a.

2a.

(a 3 a) 3 b = b.

3a.

(a 3 b) 3 c = {[(c 3 z) 3 a] 3 [(6 3 c) 3 z]} 3 z.

4a.

(a 3 z) 3 ¿ = (£>3 z) 3 a.

5a.
6a.

a 3 J,=

(¿> 3 z) 3 (a 3 z).

a 3 (¿> 3 z) = ô 3 (a 3 z).

7a. TAe element z of Postulate A3 is unique.

Definition
8a.
9a.

la. «i = a 3 z.
flii = a,

wAere an = (aOi.

(a 3 ¿j) 3 c = [(ci 3 a) 3 (ô 3 c)i]i.

10a.

ai 3 b = bi 3 a.

11a.

a 3 ó = bi 3 ai.

12a.

a 3 61 = 6 3 ai.

13a.

ai = a 3 ai.

14a.

a 3 a = ¿» 3 Ô.

* In a two-element Boolean algebra, we may define the quotient precisely as in the case of the
algebra of number.
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2a. u = a 3 a.

15a.

z D a = m.

16a.

« 3 a = a.

17a.

Zx = «;

18a.

«i = z.

a 3 J = (i d «i) a at.

19a.

(a 3 i) 3 i = ii 3 a.

20a.

a 3 } = ii 3 (« 3 Í).

21a.

a3¿>

22a.

a 3 J = (¿> 3 a) 3 (a 3 6).

= a3(a3&).

23a.

a 3 (b 3 a) = «.

24a.

a 3 (¿> 3 c) = (6 3 a) 3 (è 3 c).

Definition
Definition

3a. a\ b = ô 3 ax.
4a. a' = a|a.

25a.

a' = ax.

Definition
Definition

5a. ~a = ai.
6a. a v ¿>= ai 3 £>.

26a.

~av6

Definition

= a3&.

7a. h a = (a=«).

5. Proofs of the theorems. The proofs of the theorems la-26a follow.
Proof of la. a = (a3a) sa = (asa) 3 [(asz) 3a] = { [(a3z) 3a] 3
[(z 3 a) 3 z]} 3 z = (a 3 z) 3 z, by A2, A2, A3, A2.

Proof of 2a. (aoa) 3¿ = (a3a) 3 [(boz) ob]= {[(boz) 3&] 3 [(zob)
3 z]} 3 z = (b 3 z) 3 z = Z>,by A2, A3, A2, la.
Proof of 3a. (asj) 3c = (dsd) 3 [(aob) 3c]= {[(c3z) 3a] 3 [(boc) 3

z] } 3 z, by 2a, A3.
Proof

of 4a. (a 3z) 3 b= { [(b 3z) 3 a] 3 [(z 3 ¿>)3 z]} 3 z= { [(¿>3 z) 3 a]

3 z} 3 z= (ft 3 z) 3 a, by 3a, A2, la.
Proof of 5a. a 3 ¿ = [(a 3 z) 3 z] 3 ô = (6 3 z) 3 (a 3 z), by la, 4a.
Proof of 6a. a 3 (b 3 z) = [(&3 z) 3 z] 3 (a 3 z) = ¿>3 (a 3 z), by 5a, la.
Proof of 7a. Suppose that two elements, y and z, have the property of z.
Then

y = (y 3z) 3z = {[(z 3y) 3y]

3 [(z 3z) 3y]}

3y = {z 3 [(z 3z) 3y] } 3y

= (z s y) 3 y = z, by la, 3a, la, 2a, la.
Proof of 8a. By def. la, la.
Proof of 9a. By def. la, 3a.
Proof of 10a. By def. la, 4a.
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Proof of lia. By def. la, 5a.
Proof of 12a. By def. la, 6a.
Proof of 13a. ai = (ai 3 z) 3 ai = [(a 3 z) 3 z] 3 ai =o 3 ai, by A2, def. la, la.
Proof of 14a. a 3 a= [(a 3 a) 3z] 3z=z 3z= [(¿>ob) 3z] oz = b 3 b, by la,

Proof of 15a. z 3 a= [(z 3 a) 3z] 3z=z oz = u, by la, A2, def. 2a.
Proof of 16a. u 3a = (a3a) 3a = a, by def. 2a, A2.
Proof of 17a. Zi= z3Z=«, by def. la, def. 2a; Mi= (z 3 z)i = (z 3 z) 3 z = z,

by def. 2a, def. la, A2.
Proof of 18a. (¿>3ai) 3ai=

[(an ob) 3 (ai 3ai)i]i=

[(ai o a/) 3 (aa 3¿>)!]i =

(an ob)n = aob, by 9a, 12a, 2a, 8a.
Proof of 19a. ¿>i3 a = (a 3 bn) 3 on = (a 3 b) 3 b, by 18a, 8a.
Proof of 20a. bioiaob)
= [(a 3 b) 3 &] 3 b = (¿V3 a) 3 ö = (ai 3 b) 3 ¿»=

¿>i3ai = a3¿>, by 19a, 19a, 10a, 19a, 11a.
Proof of 21a. a 3 (a 3 Z>)= [(a3Ö) 3aJ 3ai= [(an 3 a) 3 (6 3ai)i]i 3ai =
[(a 3 a) 3 (¿>3 ai)i]i 3 ai = (¿>3 ai)n 3 ai = (è 3 ai) 3 ai = a 3 b, by 18a, 9a, 8a,

2a, 8a, 18a.
Proof of 22a. (b 3 a) 3 (a 3 b) = { [iaob)iob]o

[a 3 (a 3 ¿>)]i}i= {[(a3¿>)i

ob] 3 ia o b)i} i = ia o b)n = a o b, by 9a, 21a, A2, 8a.
Proof of 23a. a 3 (ô 3 a) = [(Ô 3 a) 3ai] 3ai= [(au 3¿>) 3 (a3ai)i]i
3ai =
[(an 3è) 3an]i 3ai= [(a3&) 3a]i3ai
= ai sai=M, by 18a, 9a, 13a, 8a, A2,

def. 2a.
Proof

of 24a.

(¿>3 a) 3 (6 3 c) = { [(è 3 c)i 3 b] 3 [a 3 (¿>3 c) ]i} i = { [bi 3

(o 3 c) ] 3 [ O 3 (Ô 3 c) ]i} i = { [ ¿i 3 (Ci 3 Ôi) ] 3 [ a 3 (6 3 c) ]i } i = { U 3 [ a 3 (Ô 3

c)]i}i= [a 3 (¿>3c)]n = a3 (¿>3c), by 9a, 10a, 11a, 23a, 16a, 8a.
Proof of 25a. a'=a| a = a 3ai = ai, by def. 4a, def. 3a, 13a.
Proof of 26a. ~a v b = ai v ô = aa 3 b = a 3 b, by def. 5a, def. 6a, 8a.
6. Sufficiency of the postulates.
I shall now prove the sufficiency of postulates Ai-A4 by deriving from them my second set of postulates for Boolean
algebra in terms of rejection.* This set has as primitive ideas K and " |," and
as postulates the propositions B1-B4 following (in postulates B3 and B4 there
is to be understood the supposition that the elements involved and their indicated combinations belong to K).
Bi. K contains at least two distinct elements.
B2. If a and b are elements of K, a \ b is an element of K.

Definition

lb. a' = a|a.

B3.

a = ib\a)\(b'\a).

B4.

al ib\c) = [(c'| a) I ib'\ a)]'.

* See my Paper II, loc. cit.
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The derivations of Bi-B4 from Ai-A4 follow.
Proof of Bi. By A4.
Proof of B2. By def. 3a, def. la, Ax.
Proof of B3. a = (ai)i = [ (b 3 ¿>)3 ax]x = [ (an 3 b) 3 (¿>3 ai)i]n = (a 3 b) 3
(b3ai)i= (b3ai) 3 (a 3b)x= (b3ai) 3 (bx3ax)i= (b\a)\ (bx\a) = (b\a) \ (b' \a),

by 8a, 2a, 9a, 8a, 12a, 11a, def. 3a, 25a.
Proof of B4. a| (¿»|c) =a3(¿»3Ci)i=
(Ô3Ci) 3ai= [(an3¿») 3(ci3ai)i]i
=
[(bx 3ai) 3 (ci 3ai)i]i = [(ci 3 ai) 3 (bx 3 ai)x]i = [(c' 3 ai) 3 (b' 3 fli)i]' = [(c'\a)

| (b'\a)]', by def. 3a, 12a, 9a, 10a, 12a, 25a, def. 3a.
7. Necessariness of the postulates. I shall prove that Ai-A4 are necessary
for Boolean algebra by deriving Ai-A4 from the rejection postulates Bi-B4
above. For this derivation I shall use as auxiliary theorems propositions

lb-8b following, derivable from BrB4.
lb.

a" = a,

2b.

where

a" = (a')'.

a | b = b \ a.

3b.

a\(b\b')

4b.

= a'".

(a\c)\(b\c)

5b.

= [c\ (a'\b')]'..

a | a' = b\ b'.

Definition

2b. u = a\a'.

6b.

a\ u = a'.

7b.

a | u' = u '.

Definition

3b. asb = a\b'.

8b.

a 3 u' = a'.

Propositions

lb, 2b, 3b, 5b are respectively

Sheffer's Postulate

3, Theo-

rem A, Postulate 4, Theorem B.* The proofs of 4b, 6b, 7b, and 8b follow.
Proof of 4b. [c| (a'\b')]'=
[(b"\c)\ (a"\c)]" = (b\c)\ (a\c), by B4, lb.
Proof of 6b. a| w = a| (a|a') =a', by def. 2b, 3b.
Proof

of 7b. a\u'=

[a|(«"|a")]"
def. 2b.

[(a\u')']'=

= a|(w|a)=a|(a|M)=a|a'

[(a\u')\(a\a')]'=

[(u'\a)\

(a'\ a)]' =

= M,by lb, 3b, 2b, 4b, lb, 2b, 6b,

Proof of 8b. aou' = a\u" = a\u = a', by def. 3b, lb, 6b.
The derivations of Ai-A4 from Bi-B4 now follow.
Proof of Ai. By def. 3b, def. lb, B2.
Proof of A,, (a ob)=>a = (a\ b') \ a' = (a\ b') \ [a\ (b\b') ] = (b'\ a) \ [(b'\b) \ a]
* See H. M. Sheffer, A set of five independent postulates for Boolean algebras, with application to
logical constants, these Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 481-488.
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= {a\[b"\(b'\b)']}'={a\[b\(b'\b)']}'={a\[b\(b\b')']}'=[a\(b\u')]'

=

(a\u)' = a" = a, by def. 3b, 3b, 2b, 4b, lb, 2b, def. 2b, 7b, 6b, lb.
Proof of A3. The element u' will serve as the required
¡[(C3«')3í]3

[ib 9 C) OU']}

= [(c'\a')\(b\c')]'

3«'=

[(</ 3 a) 3 (6 3 c) ']' = [(c'\ a') \ (b\ c') "] '

= [(a'|C')|(ô|C')]'

\(d\d') = [c'\(a\b')]'\(d\d')

element z. For,

= {[c'\(a"\b')]'}'

= (d\d')\[(a\b')\c']'

= [c'\(a"\b')]'

= (dod) o [(aob) oc],hy

8b, def. 3b, lb, 2b, 4b, 3b, lb, 2b, def. 3b.
Proof of A4. ByBi.
8. Derivation of the theory of deduction. I now come to the derivation
from A1-A4 of the theory of deduction of Principia Mathematica. The primitive ideas of this theory are a class K, a unary operation "~," a binary operation u v," and a notion "h-," which may perhaps be termed a predicative relation. The postulates of the theory are the propositions Ci-Cj below. These
postulates are expressed in terms of K,~,
v, h, and an operation " 3 " de-

fined by
Definition

lc. aob = ~avb.

By 26a, the " 3 " of Definition lc is seen to be the same as the " 3 " of
postulates A1-A4. This fact wiU be used hereafter without further mention.

The postulates C1-C7follow, f
Ci [*1 • 1 ]. If \-a and r- (a 3 b) then r- b.
C2[*l-2].
C3[*l-3].

h [(ava) 3a].
r-[a3(ôva)].

C4[*l-4]. h [(ave) 3 (ova)].
C6[*l-6]. \- {(ao b) o [(cv a) o (cv b)]}.
C6[*1• 7]. If a is in K, then ~a is in K.
C7[*l • 71 ]. If a and b are in K, then a v b is in K.
The derivations of C1-C7from A1-A4foUow.
Proof of Ci. Let Y-a and r-(a3£>). Then a = u and aob = u, by def. 7a.
Hence uob = u. Hence b = u, by 16a; hence \- b, by def. 7a.
Proof of C2. (ava) 3a = (ai3a) 3a = ai3ai = «, by def. 6a, 19a, def. 2a.
Hence the theorem, by def. 7a.
Proof of C3. a 3 (bva) = ao (bxOa)=u, by def. 6a, 23a. Hence the theo-

rem, by def. 7a.
Proof of C4. (avb)o(bva)=

(ax 3 b) 3 (bx 3a) = (ax 36) 3 (ax ob)=u,

by

def. 6a, 10a, def. 2a. Hence the theorem, by def. 7a.
Proof of C6. (aob)

3 [(cva)

3 (cvb)]

= (a 3 b) 3 [(ci 3 a) 3 (ex 3 b)] =

t The numbers associated with C1-C7are those of the Principia. For the form of *1 ■1, see my
(VII) Remarks on propositions *1 ■1 and *3 ■35 of Principia Mathematica, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1933),pp. 111-114. The Principia proposition *1 • 5 has been omitted,
since *1 • 5 is redundant (see P. Bemays, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 25 (1926), pp. 305-320).
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(a 3 b) o [a o (ci 3 b) ] = b o [a o (ct 3 b) ] = {[a o (ci 3 b) ] o bx} obi = {(¿>n3 a)
3 [ici 3 b) 3 bi ] i} i 3 bi = { ib o a) o [(c,dí)
3 bi ] i } i o bx = {(¿> 3 a)

o [ibio c) o bi]i}i o bi = [(& 3 a) 3 ôii]i 3 ¿>i= [Q>o a) ob\i o bi = ho bi

= u, by def. 6a, 24a, 24a, 18a, 9a, 8a, 10a, A2, 8a, A2, def. 2a. Hence the
theorem, by def. 7a.
Proof of C6. By def. 5a, def. la, At.
Proof of C7. By def. 6a, def. la, Ai.
9. Relation between the implicative operation and the operation exception. I shall now bring out the relation existing between the implicative
operation 3 and the operation " —" of "exception."
The considerations are simple. The element a —b is, in the usual Boolean
notation, the element ab'. Since aobls the element a'+b, the elements a36
and b —a are the duals of each other. Hence, a postulate-set in terms of o is essentially also a set in terms of —," and vice versa.
Let me actually transform Postulates Ai-A4 into a set in terms of " —."
To do this, it will be convenient to re-letter the formulas in A1-A4.If we write
b —a for a 3 b, z for u (the dual of z), and re-letter, Postulates Ai-A4 become
the following postulates Di-D4 in terms of "exception."
Di. a —b is an element of K whenever a and b are elements of K.
Dj. a —(o —a) = a.
D3. There is an element « in A such that

[d-ib-c)]-id-d)=u-{[u-ia-b)]-[c-iu-a))\.
D4. K consists of at least two distinct elements.
To actually transform a set of "exception" postulates into a set of "implication" postulates, let me take a set due to Taylor.* This set consists of the

postulates Ei-E6 following, f
Ei. K contains at least two distinct elements.
E2. If a and o are elements of K, a—b is an element of K.
E3. a —(ô —b) =a.
E4. There exists a unique element « in A such that a —(w —b) = b —(w —a).
Definition le. ax = u —a.
E(. a-(o-c)
= [(a-ô)i-(a-Ci)]i.
If we replace a —b by boa and u by z, and re-letter, Ei-E6 become the
following postulates Fi-F6 in terms of implication.
Fi. K contains at least two distinct elements.
F2. If a and b are elements of K, a o b is an element of K.
F3. iaoa)ob
= b.
* J. S. Taylor, loc. cit.
t In Ej, E4, E6 there is to be understood the supposition that the elements involvedand their indicated combinations belong to K. In Es there is to be understood the further supposition that E4 holds.
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F4. There exists a unique element z such that (a 3 z) 3 b = (¿>3 z) o a.
Definition
If. ai = a 3 z.
F6. (a3.cî)

3C=

[(ai3c)

3(¿»3c)i]i.

10. Postulates for the logic of propositions. I take up finally the last
item of my paper: to show that a simple change in one of the postulates
A1-A4 will make these postulates a set of independent postulates for the logic
of propositions as a two-element Boolean algebra. The change consists in re-

placing Postulate A4 by Postulate A4' following :
Postulate
A4'. K consists of two distinct elements.
That Ai, A2, A3, A4' are necessary and sufficient for a two-element Boolean
algebra, is obvious. That Ai, A2, A3, A4' are mutually independent, is seen
from the table of §3: in that table each of the independence systems for Ai, A2,
A3 consists of only two elements*
* In the same way, and for the same reasons, one can transform into independent postulatesets for the logic of propositions my two sets for Boolean algebra in terms of rejection (see my Papers
I, II, loc. cit.). A like remark applies to Huntington's first set of postulates for Boolean algebra (E. V.
Huntington, (III) Sets of independent postulates for the algebra of logic, these Transactions, vol. 5

(1904),pp. 288-309).
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